Tactile Switches
EVPBT Series
Compact, robust – and with a wide range of variations ready for any smart product design

The new EVPBT Tactile Switch is the ideal match for applications where switches with ultimately short travel distance and immediate output are required. Characterized by a sharp tactile feeling, a low contact resistance and the small bouncing noise, the EVPBT promises unrivalled reliability with an operating life cycle of up to 2M. Being available as J-Bent and straight terminal types in altogether 28 part numbers, there is for sure the one switch with exactly the push force and haptics you require for your next-gen project.

Key Features
- High operating life cycles up to 2 million
- An additional height profile of 4.3 mm
- Tactile feeling configuration by different operation forces
- Short travel enables extremely quick output
- For smart product designs - easy to design in - easy to select

For further Information, please contact info@eu.panasonic.com